Week Ending: August 21, 2020

Top Stories This Week
Fortnite Battle Escalates: Apple To Terminate Developer Program Membership, Epic
Files Injunction
Apple and Epic's spat over in-app payment fees has now exploded into a battle that may end up
harming developers in the iOS ecosystem. (zdnet.com)

Microsoft Takes One More Step Toward The Death Of Internet Explorer
Microsoft 365 apps will end support for Internet Explorer 11 by the end of 2021, Microsoft announced
in a company blog post this week. (arstechnica.com)

Products & Services
IBM Launches 7nm Power10 Processor
Intel and AMD have some fresh competition in the enterprise and data center markets as IBM just
launched its next-generation Power10 processor. (pcmag.com)

The First Phone With An Invisible Selfie Cam Could Be Announced September 1
Smartphone makers have been trying to kill the notch and figure out a way to put selfie cameras
underneath phones screen for years, and now it seems that an unlikely candidate is finally ready to
reveal the world’s first phone featuring this tech on September 1. (gizmodo.com)

Emerging Technology
Subaru Taps Xilinx For Its New EyeSight Vision-Based Advanced Driver-Assistance
System
Auto makers have been continually updating and augmenting their vehicle line-ups with new, leadingedge technologies as they lay the foundation for future, fully-autonomous vehicles. (forbes.com)

Groundbreaking New Material 'Could Allow Artificial Intelligence To Merge With The
Human Brain'
Scientists have discovered a ground-breaking bio-synthetic material that they claim can be used to merge
artificial intelligence with the human brain. (independent.co.uk)
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Industry Reports
Is 2020 The Year When QR Codes Get A New Lease On Life?
Long lingering on the sidelines, QR codes, those barcodes that allow for content to be accessed
online through the camera on one's smartphone, are currently enjoying a new boost in popularity.
(pressfrom.info)

Google Asks To Test A New Type Of Wireless Broadband
Google has asked the FCC for permission to conduct secret wireless broad tests using the 6GHz
spectrum in multiple cities across the US, according to a document spotted by Business Insider.
(engadget.com)
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